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Foreword

When did something as basic as feeding our babies become so 
complicated? It seems that new mothers and mothers-to-be 
these days are bombarded with the “you must…” and “make sure 
you…” about feeding from every angle before they have even had 
their little ones snuggle at their breasts for the first time. How 
have we managed to reduce something so wonderful and 
intimate to a set of rules? It is understandable that new moms 
could feel overwhelmed and inadequate before they have even 
begun. 

No two feeders are the same, no two mothers are the same, no 
two relationships are the same and yet there is age-old knowledge 
that can be shared with every new mom to make her journey 
through feeding her baby, a joy. 

In the ideal world, every baby would dive onto the breast straight 
after birth and feed happily for the next 2 years of its life. Life 
being what it is however, we know that some moms and babies 
do struggle. 

This book presents new moms with handy tips and clear 
guidance while keeping the uniqueness of the mom and baby at 
the centre of the conversation.  It acknowledges the superiority 
of breastfeeding while understanding that formula feeding is a 
very necessary and feasible alternative in some circumstances. 
This book endeavours to empower every new mother, no matter 
which feeding option she has chosen or which path she is on with 
her baby, easy or difficult.

Diana has a way of presenting feeding in a simple, down-to-earth 
way that still manages to acknowledge the special bond that can 
only form between a mom and  her baby when they enjoy a feed 
together. I have had the honour and privilege of  having Diana 
in my life for many years, both as a colleague and as a very dear 
friend. You will not find another midwife more passionate about 
educating new parents in the art and practicalities of  becoming 
a family. My hope for you as you read this book, is that you will 
find your golden nugget of wisdom for feeding your baby, in 
whatever circumstances you find yourselves, that will unlock a 
wondrous and fulfilling experience for you and your little one. 

Much Love

Tamzin Ingram
M.Cur. Midwifery and Neonatology (U J)
Nursing Professional - 
Adelaide, Australia
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Preface
The book on infant feeding is long overdue.  During 
many years of interacting with new mothers, I found 
a lack of help and support from healthcare 
professionals to provide the mothers with unbiased 
information and consistent infant feeding 
support.  Hospitals are not all baby-friendly, and 
few have midwives, obstetricians and paediatricians 
who are willing to go the extra mile to support the 
new mother’s breastfeeding efforts and provide 
evidence-based information and support. Few private 
hospitals employ lactation consultants and even 
fewer consultants will provide services free of charge.
 
I have been involved in many research studies on 
breastfeeding and found that poor hospital practices 
make or break the mother’s breastfeeding efforts in 
the very first few days.  These practices include a lack 
of implementing the Ten Steps of Breastfeeding; lack 
of evidence-based information; lack of assistance 
when latching and absolutely no support after 
discharge from the hospital. We do not have an 
effective post-discharge midwifery support system – 
this went out the window many decades ago, when 
the government of the day decided to withdraw the 
district nursing program.  

In the context of private healthcare, the caesarean 
section rates are escalating and many new moms are 
left alone while recovering from surgery. It is 
difficult to care for a new baby while trying to sort 
out the infant feeding problems.  They are often 
restricted to their homes for the first few weeks 
because of the surgery or traditional and cultural 
beliefs, and by the time they go to the clinic for the 6 
weeks, immunization, they are already formula-
feeding. 

At the other end of the spectrum we find 
passionate strictly breastfeeding, anti-formula, 
“lactation experts", who see any formula-feeds as a 
direct assault on breastfeeding. Finally, there are 
restrictions on health professionals to educate 
mothers on formula feeding.  

The reality of our country is that our mothers need 
to go back to work after 4 months; that employers 
do not have nursery schools at the place of 
employment and that many employers do not 
support or provide expressing facilities. Even our 
domestic helpers cannot bring her baby to work to 
breastfeed.  

So, if this is the reality, we as professionals should 
be less judgmental and more supportive. I haven’t 
met one mother in my professional career, of more 
than 40 years, who chose to formula feed her baby 
because she wanted to cause harm or had given up 
breastfeeding because she was to “posh” to do so.  In 
fact, I have found in a study that involved more than 
380 women, that they felt like bad mother’s because 
they could not succeed with their breastfeeding 
efforts.
 
This book tries to assist the new mother with her 
infant feeding practices in a clear and concise way.  
It comes with easy text-reading; photos to 
accompany the text and easy to use QR codes to 
guide her to the right YouTube clip.
 
The content includes: 
The Feeding Journey Starts, 
Breastfeeding Basics, 
How to know your baby is ready for a meal, 
The A - Z of managing breastfeeding difficulties, 
The A - Z of feeding in special circumstances, 
Expressing and Breastmilk banking and 
Giving up breastfeeding.

Scan The QR Code To Read The Article.

BREASTFEEDING

Breastfeeding: Mothers And 
Health Practitioners In The 
Context Of Private Medical Care 
In Gauteng. (2009)







Ode To Mothers

"To the mom who's breastfeeding: Way to go! It really is an amazing gift to give 
your baby, for any amount of time that you can manage! You're a good mom.

To the mom who is formula feeding: Isn't science amazing? To think there was a 
time when a baby with a mother who couldn't produce enough would suffer, but 
now? Better living through chemistry! You're a good mom.

To the cloth diapering mom: Fluffy bums are the cutest, and so friendly on the 
bank account. You're a good mom.

To the disposable diapering mom: Damn those things hold a lot, and it's 
excellent to not worry about leakage and laundry! You're a good mom.

To the mom who stays home: I can imagine it isn't easy doing what you do, but 
to spend those precious years with your babies must be amazing. You're a good 
mom.

To the mom who works: It's wonderful that you're sticking to your career, you're 
a positive role model for your children in so many ways, it's fantastic. You're a 
good mom.

To the mom who had to feed her kids from the drive thru all week because you're 
too worn out to cook or go grocery shopping: You're feeding your kids, and hey, I 
bet they aren't complaining! Sometimes sanity can indeed be found in a red box 
with a big yellow M on it. You're a good mom.

To the mom who gave her kids a home-cooked breakfast, lunch and dinner for 
the past week: Excellent! Good nutrition is important, and they're learning to 
enjoy healthy foods at an early age, a boon for the rest of their lives. You're a 
good mom.

To the mom with the kids who are sitting quietly and using their manners in the 
fancy restaurant: Kudos, it takes a lot to maintain order with children in a place 
where they can't run around. You're a good mom.

To the mom with the toddler having a meltdown in the cereal aisle: they always 
seem to pick the most embarrassing places to lose their minds, don't they? 
We've all been through it. You're a good mom.

To the moms who judge other moms for ANY of the 
above? Glass houses, friend. Glass houses."

Written by an anonymous unicorn - 
Posted on Facebook 2017
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Introduction

It appears unlikely that I would have grown to care so passionately about babies and breastfeeding.  
After all, I was not breastfed, and I did not have any siblings or family members who breastfed.  I was 
raised in the 50’s when breastfeeding was not done by “proper” South African families. [And if it was 
done, it was hidden in the back room].

I will never forget the first time I saw a mother breastfeeding her baby.  It was a rare occasion, because 
top-up feedings were popular in the Free State, and mothers and babies were separated at night where 
they received large amounts of formula feeds.  The moms stayed in hospital for 10 days after birth and 
were given sleeping tablets to “rest”. During that time, the student nurses were allocated to the “milk 
room” where the formula feeds were prepared.  There were few products, and we spent many hours 
sweating it out in sterile outfits, preparing "Ideal milk feeds". We were trained to trust formula and 
guided by doctors and pediatricians, who were as clueless about breastfeeding as we were.

I was stunned to see the little mouth hungrily seeking the breast. The new mother was dressed in a 
beautiful negligee and was side-lying like an exquisite queen waiting for the infant to latch.  

I was allocated to assist her – already busy with my honors degree, so surely, I had the knowledge 
and skills to do so?  Wrong!  I had already done all the required deliveries: unassisted by interfering 
medical students and assisted by Sr Steyn – the experienced, competent terror of Pelonomie hospital 
labor ward.  Trust me, even the medical students and doctors knew better than to engage in a battle of 
the wills with Sr Steyn.  But nobody, not even the midwifery lecturers thought it necessary to teach us 
what to do to assist the new mother when breastfeeding. They assumed it would happen naturally.
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I stood there clueless. I “kind of ” assisted the new mother to lean forward with the nipple 
stroking the baby’s cheek. The little hungry mouth opened, and I pushed her [the mother] forward 
by the shoulders– not because I understood latching; just because I thought she was too far away.  He 
latched like a professional and it did not hurt.  

I was praised as the “best-Est latcher” in the whole of the National Hospital. An accolade I did not 
really deserve, but I promised myself that I would become the one to beat.

This book reflects what I have discovered about mothers and babies and breastfeeding over the past 
40 years.  I can tell you this much: not all efforts are successful and just when I started to believe I was 
the best, along comes this baby, mother or mother-in-law, that refuses to listen.  In a sense, I learned 
from my clients – moms like you and me; and their successes and struggles became mine as well.

What I have learned is that breastfeeding is an attitude trick – if you believe in your body’s abilities 
and have the right support; most breastfeeding problems can be avoided or corrected. And finally, I 
learned to be humble – sometimes breastfeeding just isn’t meant to happen.
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Scan The QR Code To Watch The Video.

BREASTFEEDING CAN BE CONFUSING

Breastfeeding can be very 
confusing for small children
[Where is Chocolate milk at?]

Scan The QR Code To Watch The Video.

BENEFITS OF SKIN ON SKIN CONTACT

Placing your newborn in skin to 
skin contact at your breast in the 
first hour following birth offers 
several benefits for your newborn 
and for you.





Learning The Cues
Positions
Latching

Coping With Night Feeds 

How To Know Your 
Baby Is Ready For A 

Meal 



Your newborn baby can communicate with you as early as one 
hour after birth. If you understand your baby’s special language 
you will be able to identify your baby’s needs and respond 
appropriately. Early feeding cues that your baby displays 
include:

• Establishing eye contact at the onset of the feed.
• Opening their mouth and searching to suck on contact- 

mouthing; rooting.
• Clicking or tongue sucking.
• Hand movements to their mouth and sucking on hands.

Crying is a late sign of hunger. Avoid waiting for this sign 
as a crying baby can be more distressed and more difficult to 
attach.  

To avoid your baby crying, look out for these signs:

• Your baby is having rapid eye movement [eye movement 
under closed lids].

• There is an increased alertness, awakening or changes in 
facial expression.

• There is some stretching going on; the arms or legs are 
stretching; she is tossing, turning or wriggling.

• She makes eye contact.
• She roots and drools, making lip movements. 
• She may be searching for the nipple when you touch her 

lips with the nipple or stroke her cheek.
• The baby tries to get her hands into her mouth and sucks 

vigorously.
• The baby says the word ‘Neh”.

Scan The QR Code To Watch The Video.

DUNSTAN BABY LANGUAGE 

I have heard about the Dunstan 
Baby Language as "the woman 
who speaks baby talk on Oprah" 
several years ago.  

16

How Will You Know That The 
Baby Is Ready To Feed?

Drooling

Hands In The 
Mouth 

Rapid Eye 
Movement



The Following Cue Card May Assist You In
 Learning The Cues

Queensland Goverment Poster:  Used With Permission - 2018
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Your Baby's Decision Making Skills

Start

Am I               
Hungry?

Are We Moving 
and Calm?

Am I 
Being Held?

Am I 
Ready To Feed?

Let Me Sleep Let Me Cry Let Me Eat

Your baby’s decision-makings skills are not well-developed and he 
can go through the whole process in 5 seconds flat:

Not really

Yes

Yes

Am I 
Being Fed?

Am I 
Being Fed?

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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Crying is one of your baby’s methods of communication; a 
way in which he ‘talks to you’.  Remember, your baby cannot 
go to you, he needs the fridge, bottle or breast to come to him.  
Many mothers are advised to let the baby to “cry it out” as he 
needs to “learn”.  Now let us be honest; he cannot comprehend 
what you want – and you don’t understand what he wants – so 
what exactly are the two of you teaching each other? And what 
learning is taking place?  Well, you will rapidly learn that it 
does not help, and he will learn that the person he should trust, 
is not trustworthy.

Letting a baby ‘cry it out’ may be physiologically and 
psychologically harmful to a baby. Babies who are responded 
appropriately to when they display feeding cues are calmer, 
more attached and more independent children later in life.

It is almost impossible to latch a crying or screaming baby to 
the breast. When your baby is crying, he lifts his tongue to the 
roof of his mouth.

If you do eventually succeed in latching your baby, he may be 
so exhausted from crying that he suckles briefly, falls asleep 
and re-starts a cycle of an incomplete poor feeding and a short 
sleep. 

Stick to the basic principles: change him when he says “HEH” 
or “AIER” and feed him when he asks for food: “NEH” to avoid 
upsetting him. If your baby lost his calm place him skin-to-
skin against your chest to allow his disorganized nervous 
system to calm down.

19

"It is the easiest thing in the world once 
you and your baby get it. 
Especially compared to expressing. I 
don't feel like a cow...I feel like a 
mother and it still amazes me...the 
wonder of one's body. How it just knows 
exactly what your baby needs and 
provide them with it through your milk"

              - Shantel Small

Crying 



What does That Cry Mean?

If the cry is ... And your baby is ... He may be ... Try ...

Loud, long and persistent; 
screaming Bending his knees and kicking Having colicky pain

• Flex his legs at the hips
• Wind baby
• Massage and reflexology
• Homeopathic remedies

Fretful Passing wind and green stool Having indigestion • Discuss with clinic sister

Fretful and rhythmic, hold 
breath

Putting fingers in mouth; flex 
and tense arms and legs Hungry • Feed, allow hand to mouth activity

Hollow, low- pitched cry, 
occasionally jumping to 
higher pitch

Stops crying when you give 
baby attention Bored • Pay attention and provide 

          stimulation

Whining Hardly moving and listless Ill or frail • See a doctor

Shrill, sharp and piercing Moving a lot or hardly at all Injured • See a doctor

Fussy, rhythmic and lacks 
urgency

Regularly unhappy in the late 
afternoon

Releasing tension from the 
day; over- stimulated

• Rule out possible causes; sometimes 
diagnosed as colic

• Ask for help
• Make allowances in your daily 

schedule
• Use a baby sling
• Try the white noise of a vacuum 

cleaner or tumble drier

Sudden shriek Possibly a wet nappy • Check and change

Moaning cry Rubbing his eyes Baby is overtired • Put the baby to bed.

Angry yelling Throwing the toys or pushing 
items away from him Frustration

• Calm him down – do not react 
          angrily – this is not how he should 
          solve problems in the future.
• Hold him close and speak in a hush 

tone.
• Demonstrate the correct way of 

managing anger.

Constant crying

Arching the back, turning the 
head away and tries to cover 
his face with his hands 
[stop-sign]

Over-stimulated

• Take the baby to a quiet spot – he is 
finding the world’s sights and sounds 
alarming and overwhelming.

• Give the baby a bath or a massage

20



Correct positioning is the key to successful 
breastfeeding and latching is affected by the position 
you use to feed the baby. 

There is no perfect position that will ensure 
successful breastfeeding, so it is important to take 
time to position yourself and the baby to avoid 
becoming sore. Never try to position the baby with 
force.

The midwife or nurse will show you different 
breastfeeding positions, but you do not have to stick 
to it. The basic principle is that you and the baby 
should feel comfortable; so be prepared to 
experiment a bit. You and your baby should fit 
together like puzzle pieces, so the pictures in this 
book is merely there to guide you.

FOOTBALL	

• Tuck your baby under your arm like a 
football or handbag.  

• She should be facing you with her nose 
level with your nipple and her feet 
pointing toward your back. 

• Rest your arm on a pillow in your lap or 
right beside you.  

• Support your baby's shoulders, neck, and 
head with your hand.  

• Using a C-hold, guide her to your nipple, 
chin first. 

• Use your forearm to support her upper 
back.

The font size of the text must be 10 and the main headers 18, and sub headers 12

BREASTFEEDING	POSITIONS

SIDE-LYING	

• Put a pillow under your head and 
shoulders, and one between your bent 
knees.  

• Keep your back and hips in a straight 
line. 

• With the baby facing you, draw him close 
and cradle his head with the hand of 
your bottom arm.  

• Or, cradle his head with your top arm, 
tucking your bottom arm under your 
head, out of the way.  

• You may need to lift your breast, with 
your fingers underneath, so he can reach 
comfortably.

CROSS-CRADLE	

• If you're nursing from your right breast, 
use your left hand and arm to hold your 
baby.  

• Rotate his body so his chest and tummy 
are directly facing you.  

• With your thumb and fingers behind his 
head and below his ears, guide his mouth 
to your breast.

Breastfeeding Positions
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Keep The Following Principles In Mind

• Keep the baby well supported and facing you as you feed.

• Do not slump forward – the baby is the movable object: 
bring him closer to you.

• Never push or pull the baby closer by holding him by the 
head – this will flex his head onto his chest and he will 
be unable to open his mouth wide enough to take in the 
nipple and the areola into his mouth

• If the midwife or nurse tells you to press under the nose 
for him to breathe, remember that his head is flexed 
forward.  If he continues to feed this way, the nipple will 
become painful and bruised because it is being squeezed 
against the hard palate

• Remember to tilt his head a slight bit back to ensure the 
nipple comes to rest at the junction of the hard and soft 
palate.

• Support the base of the baby’s neck and head with an 
open hand [thumb and first finger under her ears] so that 
her neck is free to tip backwards as she moves her chin 
upwards.

• It is normal to be less confident and conscious about the 
correct breastfeeding position in the beginning.  

        Gradually, as your confidence grows it will become 
        second nature and you can begin to experiment with 
        different positions. 

• Remember, the little person is growing up as well, and 
soon he will become an expert in latching correctly.

"Looking back, I really enjoyed most 
of our breastfeeding journey.  I 
learned that breastfeeding is not al-
ways easy, but it is always worth it!" 

                  - Tharien Marx
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• You need to be comfortable and 
relaxed.

• Choose a comfortable chair which 
gives you firm back support. You 
need to be upright, not leaning back 
or tipping forward.

• Put plenty of cushions behind your 
back to bring you upright.

• Sit upright with the back straight, the 
lap flat and the feet flat on the floor.

• Do not sit in the bed as it is difficult 
to get upright without slipping.

• Do not cross your legs, circulation 
is impaired and you will experience 
pins-and-needles.

• When lying down to feed, lie on your 
side, with your head propped up on 
a pillow. Move the baby close to you, 
while you support her back with your 
other hand and feed her from the 
lower breast.

• Ensure she doesn’t overheat or that 
you don’t fall asleep.

Step By Step Positioning

St
ep

 3

• Hold your baby, with her head and 
body in a straight line across you; 
facing your breast. Your baby’s top lip 
or nose should be in line with your 
nipple.

• Use a pillow or breastfeeding cushion 
to raise the baby below the level of 
the breast. This will support the 

        baby’s weight so there will be less 
        strain on your back. 
• You must move the baby to the 

breast and not the breast to the baby; 
otherwise the position might look 
awkward and uncomfortable
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• Hold the baby with the right arm 

when feeding from the left breast 
(and vice versa). 

• The baby should be facing you, with 
the head, neck and back in a straight 
line, with the head tilted back slightly.

• If she must turn her head to reach the 
nipple, swallowing will be difficult

 Checklist

The Position 

Is the baby interested in feeding?

Is your position upright?

Is your lap flat and your feet on a stool?

Do you move the baby to the breast?

Do you hold the baby by the nape [of the neck]?

Do you support the breast with the nipple pointing upwards?

Scan The QR Code To Watch The Video.

BREAST CRAWL 

Every newborn, when placed on 
the mother's abdomen, soon after 
birth, has the ability to find it's 
mother's breast all on it's own. 

Scan The QR Code To Watch The Video.

HUNGRY BABY

A video of an adorable hungry 
baby trying to feed.
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Latching

In all the baby magazines and on Facebook you will 
find pictures where a new beautifully styled mother 
seemingly naturally put the baby to the breast to 
give her the best start in life.  

If you had a long and difficult labor, or if you 
experience pain and discomfort after the caesarean 
section, the reality of breastfeeding may be a 
daunting experience.  Although many mothers find 
the first feed easy for others, the reality of achieving 
this effortless vision is very different. 

Latching the baby as soon as possible after birth, 
when the baby is in the quiet alert stage, is 
recommended.   This may be difficult to achieve, 
for various reasons, and many new moms give up 
on breastfeeding even before leaving the hospital, 
because of latching difficulties.

Correct positioning of your baby is the key to 
successful breastfeeding.  

Latching the baby is not difficult.  You need the 
right attitude and the right support to get it right 
and should read your baby’s cues: he is telling you 
what you need to know.

A good latch is when your 
baby is attached to the breast 
with his jaw, not just sucking 
on the nipple.  His chin should 
be resting against your breast 
and if his ears are wiggling it is 
a good sign that he is sucking 
properly, using his tongue and 
jaw muscles. 

You can hear short, quick 
sucks, followed by deeper and 
longer sucks and swallows as 
the milk flows. When the baby 
first latches on he will receive 
the thirst-quenching watery 
foremilk.  Towards the end of 
the feed, he will be getting the 
higher calorie hind milk.

If your baby has a poor latch 
he drags on the nipple and 
it will become painful and 
bruised.

Good Latch Good Latch 

Poor Latch Poor Latch 

"What I’ve learned as a “prem” 
mom is that you should remain 
patient while teaching yourself 
and your baby to breastfeed. 
Never give up when it comes to 
your “prem” baby."

               - Michell Mulder
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Due to Lucy not latching correctly my poor nipples were bleeding 
constantly, and let me tell you that no nipple cream in the world will fix 
that except for getting that baby to latch properly. I know a nurse who 
is a very dear friend and she  saw me struggling, and finally showed me 
the correct way to get Lucy to latch. 

Marlize Visser 

Latching was sore, until my mom mentioned that the baby can in fact 
be lifted to the breast, you don’t have to pull and tuck to move your 
boob to the baby who is lying on your legs…hahaha…you would 
think that this is common logic, but it is really not when you are 
brand new at this.
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Questions & Answers

              Search

How frequently should the baby be fed?  How much will the baby eat?

               Question

Dr Diana Says
• Take your cue from the baby, as each baby is different. You will see when 

your baby is hungry by the way she roots – looking around for the nipple. 
• New babies have small stomachs which can’t take much milk and need to be 

constantly refilled.
• It is normal for a newborn to be fed frequently, sometimes every 2 – 3 hours, 

during the day and night.
• Frequent feeding the first few days gets milk production going and the baby 

will soon start sleeping longer between feeds.
• It will improve your confidence, reduce breast discomfort associated with 

engorgement and reduce the possibility of the development of sore nipples.

Babies appetites vary but as a rule, the newborn will drink between 60 – 90 ml 
of milk for every kilogram she weighs. Later, after approximately 10 days the 
amount may increase to 150-180 ml for every kg.  Remember this is just an 
average, and her hunger will dictate how long and how often she will drink. 
Premature babies will feed more often.

�
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 3 Take the bottom arm and pull straight 
under your breast with her chest 
touching yours.  “Chest to chest;  
mouth to breast.”

St
ep

 1
St

ep
 2

Hold your baby by the nape of the 
neck between the thumb and first 
finger.  Work criss-cross.  (Left hand 
to right breast.)

Position her with her head and body 
in a straight line across your chest.

Latching:  The Baby Wise Way 
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With gentle fingers, lift the breast (4 
fingers below, thumb on top).  The 
nipple should touch the top lip and 
the bottom jaw must drop.  

Bring her closer to the breast.  Her 
nose or top lip should be in line with 
your nipple.

St
ep

 6

Wait until her mouth is wide open, 
when she is in mid-cry, before placing 
her on to the breast, or gently brush 
her lips across your nipple so that she 
opens her mouth.
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Bring her to your breast once her 
mouth is wide open. Her mouth and 
her chin should be touching your 
breast, and should not only cover the 
nipple but the bigger part of the areola 
as well.

Gently slip your little finger in 
between your breast and her mouth to 
break the suction if she hasn’t latched 
on properly or if you want to take her 
off.

Excercises To Stimulate Sucking

3.
Massage under chin 

1.
Stroke cheeks from 

ear to ear

2.
Stroke and stretch lips 
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 Checklist

Latching On 

Is the baby’s mouth open wide?

Is her chin up and pressed into the breast?

Is the baby’s body in a straight line?

Is her mouth covering the nipple and the areola underneath as well?

Is the breast deep in her mouth?

Are her lips spread wide?

Is her nose free from the breast?

Does she start sucking immediately, switching to long, deep sucks?

Do her jaws move and her ears wiggle slightly during swallowing?
Stop her feeding if her cheeks are going in and out as this is a sign that she is not latched properly.

Do you have eye contact?

Is there a sound of the milk being swallowed?

Do you experience the “let-down” reflex? [Not everyone does]

Do you allow your baby to feed on one breast for as long as she wants? 

When releasing your baby from the nipple, do you put your little finger into the corner of her mouth to break the suction?

If the baby refuses to open her mouth wide, do you gently brush her top lip with the nipple to trigger a “gape” reflex?
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Babies need to be fed at night for some time and the amount of 
milk required will be more quickly produced if night feeding is 
established from the very first night. However, due to the 
increasing rates in caesarean sections, this is not easily 
achieved, because of the experience of pain and discomfort 
after surgery and the mother’s inability to mobilize. Breastfeeds 
during the night are particularly valuable, as these feeds seem 
to stimulate the production of prolactin, the hormone which is 
involved in making breast milk, much more than feeds during 
the day.

Babies vary in their feeding and sleeping patterns, but in the 
first few months, she certainly will want to be fed several times 
at night.  At this stage, she makes no distinction between day 
or night and only knows that she is hungry, no matter how 
tired you are. 

Young babies need feeding during the night until they can go 
without food for a substantial period.  Did you see the size of 
their little stomach? It’s about the size of her fist, and designed 
for frequent, small meals. If yours ,were that small, you too will 
eat every hour or more.  Sometimes multiple feedings [hourly 
apart] are needed in the late afternoon or evening.

New parents are often asked if the baby is sleeping through yet, 
[whatever this means] and this creates real pressure for some.  
But all babies are different, and do not fit the textbook profile. 
Few moms fit the picture of being glowingly content in getting 
up at night and sitting in a rocking chair while lovingly staring 
at the baby who is drinking for the 10th time.

More often new moms are on the verge of exhaustion if they 
must get up several times a night to breastfeed, especially if this 
stage lasts a long time.  Add to this a grumpy dad questioning 
the quality and quantity of breastmilk – especially if the baby is 
going through a growth spurt and wants to feed hourly.

Many mom’s confidence is shattered by the medical 
professionals’ and Dr. Google’s advice they receive on either 
sleep-training; controlled crying or feed-replacements with 
water or juice. 

Coping With Night Feeds
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• Don’t be tempted to listen to all the good advice people 
give you on night feeds.  It doesn’t matter what you do, the 
baby will wake up to be fed if she is hungry. Strict feeding 
schedules do not work for the baby – it merely satisfies an 
adult’s need to program and control.

• Despite evidence-based research, rigid feeding and    
sleeping schedules are still recommended by doctors and 
nurses, but they are not based on the breastfeeding 

        physiology.  New couples jump on this bandwagon – 
        anything to make the baby sleep more at night! Limiting a 
        baby’s feeding suppress a new mothers’ milk supply and
        cause a healthy baby to cry with hunger.

• Feeding schedules are based on formula-fed protocols 
and sabotages breastfeeding success. And by the way, 
where are the good people with their unwanted advice at 
2 o’clock in the morning, when the baby is desperate and 
all worked up?  And did the [male] pediatrician breastfeed 
his babies?  Just asking ...

• Restrictive scheduled advice makes the new couple’s life’s 
miserable!  Nobody knows a baby better that her own 
mother.  If your baby wants food; she does not need water 
to fill her up and does not want to cry desperately for food.  

• Another school of thought is to demand feed; meaning 
that the baby must cry out in hunger before he is fed.  I 
have a different opinion on the meaning of demand-   
feeding.  For me demand feeding means the baby is 
showing an interest in feeding by establishing eye contact; 
rooting and drooling; tries to get the hands into the mouth 
and says the word: “NeH”

• After 6 months, when the baby starts on solids, she will 
sleep longer, but remember, she is just experimenting 
with food and still requires milk at night.  Don’t listen 
to your friends who urge you to start will rice cereal in 
her bottle at night time.  It increases the risk for choking; 
obesity and a chronic cough.  And she will still wake up to 
drink… Same babies just wake up more than others. It is 
all normal.

The sleepless nights can be the 
most difficult to cope with but 

remember, this too will 
eventually end.
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• Pick the baby up as soon as she gives you a hint that she is 
hungry. [See Dunstan baby language]. Do not wait until 
she cries – this means she is wide awake and desperate to 
feed.  She will not settle easily and may take a while then 
to latch.  

• It is better for you to have her in the same room as you 
in the first few weeks, especially if you had a caesarean 
section, but there are no set rules.  Just get to the baby first 
before she cries, so have the baby monitor almost glued to 
the night stand

• Keep the room quiet and dimmed and speak softly and 
soothingly to her during the feeding session – we don’t 
want to have her playing and giggling at the late hours of 
the night and your hubby will be in a better mood too.  

• The house does not have to be quiet during daytime 
and house-hold noises will not keep her awake. But,               
remember, the television is not a good idea as the 

        advertisements are programmed to wake everyone 
        up.

• Do not skimp on day-time feeds, or replace a feed with 
water.  Feed her when she asks for food – don’t change the 
nappy first as she did not ask for that! Your baby is hungry 
and needs to be fed whenever she shows an interest; even 
if she just had a meal. 

Tips For Coping With 
Night Feeds

"Having a baby is a blessing despite 
many hiccups along the way and you 

generally think you are not strong 
enough to make it, but looking at that 
little person who relies on you gives 

you hope and strength you never 
thought you had. The Love between a 
mother and baby is defiantly eternal." 

- Leechan Spamers
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• With time and practice, you will become skilled in feeding 
the baby while lying down, which is often the most 

        comfortable position in the middle of the night.  This 
        position will allow you to catch a few winks yourself!

• When she is calm, full and sleepy, daddy may quickly 
change her nappy.

• Your baby may also co-sleep, but if either of you smoke, 
take drugs or sleeping tablets or had even one glass of 
alcohol, it becomes too risky and unsafe for her.

• Be prepared for a night feed – it is terrible to stumble 
downstairs, half-asleep, to [sometimes incorrectly] prepare 
a bottle of formula.  Keep the equipment in the same room 
as you in a flask or cooler box.  A prepared dad may 

       [perhaps] sleep a bit longer...

• Go to bed a bit earlier -  it is difficult to cope with less than 
8 hours of sleeping.

• Don’t worry if you are a deep sleeper – you will hear your 
baby immediately. 

• Offer the breast every single moment that your baby is 
upset - even if you have just fed her.

• Co-sleep. Many times, you can feed your baby before they 
are fully awake, which will allow them to go back to sleep 
easier and get you more rest.

• Always take a flask of water with you to bed at night to 
keep you hydrated and the milk flowing.

• Make the feeding your priority (especially during growth 
spurts) and get everyone else around you to do as much as 
they can for you. There is very little that cannot wait.

Read your baby, not the books. 
Breastfeeding is not linear - it 

goes up and down [and in 
circles]. You are the expert on 

your baby's needs.
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Signs Your Baby Is Ready To Give Up Night Feeds

This truly calls for a celebration!

Firstly, remember every baby is different and there is no secure 
schedule, so each baby will wean at a different point.

• By 6 months, your baby will start with solid food and 
although he is merely experimenting with tastes and 

        textures, even one teaspoon full may leave your baby 
        feeling satisfied for longer. Now, don’t be tempted to start 
        solids earlier than 6 months; it will only increase the risk 
        for allergies and colicky stomach ache and he may not 
        even sleep any better.
• Your baby is eating less during the day. If your baby is not 

eating much in the day, try to increase his daily intake to 
reduce the night feeds. 

• Your baby think night time feeds is time to play and is not 
really eating. They are just drinking a small amount and 
not showing real interest. This is a good sign that your 
baby is ready to be weaned off.

Generally, Babies Will Feed (With Luck):

• 0–3 Months: Fed on demand about 2-3 hourly
• 3-4 Months: Fed on demand 2-3 feedings per 

night 
• 7-9 Months: 1-2 feedings per night
• 10-12 Months: Maybe 1 or 2 feedings per night
• 12+ Months: No more night feedings 

When your baby is going through a growth spurt she 
will need more feeds, and when ill or teething she 
might feed less.

Aneke Comments:  "Unless you have a hungry 
monster like mine that had about 2 bottles a night 
until he was 2 ¹⁄₂ years; What did I do wrong?"

Scan The QR Code To Read The Article.

BREASTFEEDING TO SLEEP

Many mothers around the world 
know that breastfeeding is the 
quickest [and most natural] way to 
get their baby off to sleep.



               Question

Questions & Answers

              Search

How long should each feed last?

Dr Diana Says
• Some babies need short, fast feeds:  others prefer to chomp away slowly.
• Some may be satisfied in a few minutes, others want to suck for 20 – 30 

minutes.
• The baby should feed on the one breast when he wants, as long as he wants.
• If the baby is switched from breasts too soon, before he received the fatty 

high-calorie hind-milk, he will experience poor satiety and may take some 
time to settle down.

• The second breast should be offered as well

Must I wake baby up for a feed?

               Question

Dr Diana Says
• Opinions differ in this area.  If the baby is healthy, the important thing is that 

he can suck at the breast without restriction.
• If the newborn sleeps for long periods (5 hours or longer) the nappy can be 

changed to allow him to wake up.
• If the baby’s weight is low, or when he is premature or sickly or does not gain 

sufficient weight (150 – 200 gm per week) it may be necessary to wake him 
for a feed.

  Write a comment...  www.dianaduplessis.co.za Post

�

�

Should I be concerned if my baby, who normally feeds 3 hourly, suddenly starts to sleep for 4 
or longer hours?

               Question

Dr Diana Says
• If the baby is in good health, he will wake when hungry.
• The long sleep indicates he is still satisfied from the last feed.

�
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Scan The QR Code To Sing Along.

OH WHAT A NIGHT 

Listen to the song - oh what 
a night. 

Oh What A Night
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It is common for the new generation men to prepare for their 
baby’s arrival right along with their partners by going to the 
antenatal appointments and attending antenatal classes. This is 
surely a great improvement on what happened in the 
seventies where birth and breastfeeding were regarded as 
“women’s things”. New dads want to be involved and 
experience the birth along with his partner.  For this we truly 
salute you.

Few dads, however understand their importance in 
breastfeeding.  In my research, I found that moms would give 
up breastfeeding without hesitation if the husband or spouse 
disapproves or appears to have no confidence in her abilities 
to sustain the newborn. I have found that you are the major 
role-player and your support will make or break the
breastfeeding attempts.

Remember the following:

• You are the main peanut. Your support is the 
        deal-breaker; not the size of the breasts or the amount of 
        milk they produce or the length of the nipples.

• Your involvement in everyday care demonstrates that you 
are willing to take up the responsibility of being there for 
your new family – perhaps you did not have that luxury 
yourself.

• Spend time holding them both – your spouse needs    
physical touch as much as you do.

Tips For Dads

This Page Is Not For Moms!

Dad's Duties
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• Shower them both with tenderness and caring – after all, 
it is the start of a new generation which will hopefully be 
better than the one you had.

• You may not experience positive feelings in those 
first days.  If it happens and if you start blaming the         
breastfeeding or the baby because of any feelings of 

        animosity, it is time to seek professional assistance.  
        Negative thoughts do creep in – but those are the ones 
        that spoil relationships.

• Perhaps you feel left out; or sad of what you seem to have 
lost. Perhaps you feel jealous of the baby?  In my research 
6% [of 387] of new dads experienced breastfeeding       
negatively and resented the time the mom spent with the 
baby. They felt neglected and under-valued. So, you are 
not the exception to the rule. 

• Be honest with your partner.  Talk things over and let her 
know what you are experiencing. Even if your wife stops 
breastfeeding [which you might blame for the discontent]; 
the negative feelings become more powerful if you do not 
voice them.  

• Yes, she will be shocked, and at first may initially refuse to 
talk about it – but if you really want to give your baby the 
best chances in life, you need to preserve her family.

• Sometimes problems run deeper – perhaps marriage 
counselling is just what is needed for this new family. After 
all, the baby needs both his parents in his life. It may help 
you to finally get on track again.

Tips For Dads

This Page Is Not For Moms!
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NIGHTTIME BREASTFEEDING 

One of the most difficult aspects of 
caring for a newborn baby is the 
sleep deprivation that comes with 
it. Each night feed just seems to 
roll into the next.



               Question

Questions & Answers

              Search

Should I give my baby extra water when it is warm, and can I dilute his feeds with water to 
make it last longer?

Dr Diana Says
Never dilute breast milk or formula with water. Both breastmilk and formula are 
mostly made up of water. Your baby doesn’t get thirsty they are on a liquid diet. 
There is more than enough water in their milk to quench a thirst. Water does 
not provide your baby with the nutrition or electrolytes they need, and has high 
sodium levels.  

It is safe for babies to start drinking water after 6 months but also just little bits 
at a time. Start by giving them 30-90mls during meals to start introducing the 
water to them.

�

Scan The QR Code To Read The Article.

NEVER GIVE YOUR BABY WATER

The deadly reason you should 
never give your baby extra water.
Never dilute breast milk or formula 
with water.

               Question

What about topping-up with formula?

Dr Diana Says
• No supplementation with formula or glucose water should be given, unless 

medically indicated. It will fill the stomach with water, thus reducing the 
number of feeds and interfere with the establishment of breastfeeding. It 
will reduce the breastmilk supply so, women whose babies are given extra 
fluids are more likely to discontinue breastfeeding.

�
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